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1 EXTINCTION
2 Types of Extinction

• True extinction: when a species leaves no descendants

• Pseudoextinction: when ancestral species transformed by evolution into another species. 
– All species living today, including ourselves, evolved from another species.
– True extinctions and pseudoextinctions both a type of global extinction. 

• Local Extinction: is the extirpation of a species from a portion of its geographic range.
– loss of genetic diversity represented by that population
– local extinctions can be reversed

3 Geological Extinctions
• 5 episodes of mass extinction

• major collapses of biodiversity and ecosystems

• fundamental changes in the make-up and distribution of life

• Causal agents may have occurred over 1000s – millions of years 
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6 Recent Patterns of Extinction
• Extinction Rate:

– 16,000 spp listed worldwide (2004 Red Book IUCN) 
– 200 extinct, 3000 endangered 
– 1000X background extinction rate (1-10 sp per year over past 600 million years)

• 1.4 million species described (1990) but most species yet to be identified 

• 99.9% of all species extinct, but evolution of new species continuous process

• Biodiversity peaked just as humans evolved 2 MYA

7 What makes species vulnerable to extinction?
A.Small populations

Small populations at higher risk than large populations.
Small, random events likely to have an effect 
Genetic problems become more likely as population size decreases
Artificial vs natural rarity
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B.Small geographic range
vulnerable to catastrophic events that occur in a single place 
Habitat options limited (endemics)

C.Population size fluctuation
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Small populations less stable

D.Specialization 
fewer options if resource disappears

i. Habitat specialization
ii. Food Specialization (stenophage)

Brown's "niche-breadth hypothesis
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E.Species in symbiotic relationships
Symbiotic species highly vulnerable, because loss of host means certain extinction.
Scenarios of this type are sometimes referred to as “chains of extinction,” because one extinction 
inevitably leads to others

F.Large species (animals)
require large home ranges.
more vulnerable to exploitation
Lower reproductive output (see next)
Useful predictor between taxa but not within
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G.Species with low reproductive rates
slower recovery from population declines.
Fitness output positively correlated with survivorship

H.Species with complex life-histories
species relies upon more complex variables with increased probability of perturbation

Example: Species that use multiple habitats 
Example: Migratory species
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I. Species that are poor dispersers
Cannot escape stressors

Example: localized pollutants (white suckers)

J. Species that live on islands
possess many of the risk traits discussed above (e.g., small populations, narrow range, limited dispersal ability, etc.).
higher speciation rates species richness than equivalent area of mainland.

island communities tend to be “impoverished” compared to mainland communities 
– more prone to instability 
.

12 Population vs. Species Vulnerability
A.General correlation for most species

EVIDENCE:
1. Many species do not have classic metapopulations 
2. The same species tend to be the first to go locally extinct. 
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3. The same traits that risk population extinction, such as specialization and rarity, also seem to explain 
increased extinction rates among species and higher taxa (e.g., delayed reproduction in primates)
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B.Phylogenetic constraints 

– Evolutionary branching can concentrate extinction-biasing traits into certain taxa at many 
taxonomic levels. 

– e.g., nonrandom taxonomic clustering in some North American bird families
– Highly selective extinction can reduce biodiversity much more than random extinction. 
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C.Vulnerability Among Higher Taxa 

• consistent taxonomic differences in fossil, and modern species extinction rates among higher 
taxa such as classes or orders (see Table)

• extinction patterns (susceptibility) consistent across "background" and mass extinctions
• extinction rate differences cannot be attributed solely to differences in fossil preservation
• tentative agreement with modern extinction rates. 
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D.Are inferences drawn from fossil data valid for modern extinctions? 
– high correlation between modern and fossil extinction data (see Figure)
– terrestrial taxa tend to be more vulnerable to extinction than marine (greater geographic 

range)
– Many (most?) rare species losses unrecorded
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19 Case Study: Passenger Pigeon
• Exception to Extinction Rules? 
• huge population 
• broad geographic range, 
• not an extreme specialist, 
• not large
• not an especially low reproductive rate
• not a poor disperser
• not an island species 

20 Why did it happen?
1.Extreme hunting pressure (“boundless” food resource, crop pest)
2.Habitat destroyed 
3.Reproductive threshold reached while still comparatively large numbers
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21 Case Study: Northern Elephant Seal
• brink of extinction from overhunting between 1818 and 1860
• 7 of “remaining” 8 or 9 seals off Baja California killed for museum study 
• 1911 found 125 animals and in 1922 received full protection under Mexican

22 Case Study: Moa


